


Born from an interstellar cloud four billion 
years ago, 350 light years away from Earth 
in a dark and hostile atmosphere the star 
Kronos formed. The unusual and exuberant 
composition of the stars structure led 
scientists, who to dared to study it, believe 
that it destroyed and ate its own orbiting 

planets.

After every planet Kronos ate it would 
become stronger and more dangerous. 
Thrusting violent comets into space, one of 
these comets crashed to Earth. Bringing with 
it a host of extra-terrestrial life who want the 
control of the comets power to themselves.

At the lab we managed to extract the 
strength and power from the intermolecular 
structure to create Neutro rubber, an 
extremely durable yet flexible material.

A secret task force was formed to control 
the increased UFO sightings at the crash 
site but what they found was that the 
comet contained a highly volatile core. 

Only by chance when our lab dog Dexter stole 
a prototype of the Krono-pod and began to 
chew on the material with his powerful bite 
we realised the true bionic strength of our 
discovery. We further developed this material 
to create our Kronos 9 super strong toy range 
perfect for tough and tenacious chewers.

The Krono-Sphere 
contains a motion 
activated flashing 
LED light inside to 
create the ultimate tug 
toy. Interactive play 
between owner and 
pet is proven to help 
strengthen bonds for a 
happier pet. 

The Krono-Pod is a 
robust ball for throwing, 
catching and play. For 
added fun check out our 
delicious paste recipe 
for adding to the toys 
hollow grooves. 

The Krono-Wave is a durable 
treat release, fill with your 
pet’s favourite treats for added 
mental stimulation. For added 
fun check out our delicious paste 
recipe for adding to the toys 
hollow grooves. 

The Krono-Eclipse is equipped with 
an added layer of Neutro Rubber to 
increase durability and has a hollow 
centre for extra bounce. Our ball will 
fit in any standard ball launcher for 
stimulating outdoor play.     

The Kronos9 Story



The range is a collection of strikingly designed 
interactive toys including flashing tug toys, 

unconventional balls and treat releases perfect 
for providing mental stimulation to your pet as 

they play. 

*Whilst Kronos (HD 240430) is a real star and scientists research does 
show evidence of the star devouring orbiting planets, some of our story 
is fictional. We encourage our followers to research the real Kronos star 

and tell us what you think could have happened! 
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